
Ikkletots - The Latest Brand - Giving Other Well
Known Brands of Baby Bandana Bibs a Real
Run for Their Money.
New up and coming Leader of Baby
Accessories launches Quality Bandana
Bibs that are now the ‘Must Have’
Accessory for any Parent.

SYLMAR, CALIFORNIA, USA, July 4,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Ikkletots –
the new brand that makes it cool to
Drool. Their popularity has been earned
from it’s amazing quality and the
protection it gives your baby or toddler.
Ikkletots designs are unique to the brand
so you will not find these designs
anywhere else on or off the web.

July will see the launch of their new
design of Bandana Bibs for girls.

The unisex bibs, made from 100 percent
cotton, are available in four vibrant color
combinations. As functional as they are
fashionable, the bibs are thick,
waterproof and ideal for keeping babies

dry throughout the day. The bibs are designed with two sets of snaps, making them easy to adjust.
The shape of the bib ensures comfort, and also makes the bib difficult for children to remove. 

WORD FROM A HAPPY MOMMY.
“The Ikkletots brand really does make some great bandana bibs, and by now I definitely know a
quality with these when I see it. They are sewn and stitched pretty perfectly, the triangles were cut
evenly, extremely soft, very well made, I was impressed! They are made with 100% cotton knit on the
front with a soft absorbent fleece on the back that will not cause any irritation on your baby's skin!
They are made with NO dangerous chemicals, including nickel, lead, BPA and phosphates. Made with
two adjustable nickel free snaps, this bib can fit infants and even 3 year olds; they can definitely grow
with your baby comfortably. Snaps are great because they are so easy to snap on and off for me, but
yet difficult for the baby- he can’t yank these off! And no more Velcro means no more rashes! These
also do launder quite well, they have held up their shape and color”.

Ikkletots Bandana Drool Bibs are selling at the most competitive prices at the moment at only $14.99
This price is for a limited period, so strike while the iron is hot and buy now by clicking here.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://http:/www.amazon.com/dp/B01DSWC0WC
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